Lower bounds on Bayes factors in favor of the null hypothesis in multinomial tests of point null hypotheses are developed. These are then applied to derive lower bounds on Bayes factors in both exact and asymptotic chi-squared testing situations. The general conclusion is that the lower bounds tend to be substantially larger than P-values, raising serious questions concerning the routine use of moderately small P-values (e.g., 0.05) to represent significant evidence against the null hypothesis.
depend only on the general class of priors being considered, and not on a specific prior distribution or likelihood "weight function."
In developing the results for the chi-squared test of fit, it is first necessary to deal with testing of point null hypotheses in multinomial problems. This is the subject of Sections 2 and 3; Section 2 deals with lower bounds for Bayes factors over the class of conjugate priors, and Section 3 with lower bounds over a large class of transformed symmetric priors. Section 5 discusses the chisquared test of fit. Some comments, comparisons and conclusions are presented in Sections 4 and 6.
1.2. Notation. Let n = (n,, n,, . . . ,n ,)' be a sample of fixed size N = Z :=, n from a t-category multinomial distribution with unknown cell probabilities p = (p,, p,, . . . ,p,)' E A, the t-dimensional simplex. The probability density (mass function) of n is N ! ~(~I P I = nP, , .
ni=, n,! i = 1
The problem of interest is to test the hypothesis:
H o : p = p 0 versus H , : p # where p 0 is a specified interior point of A. The classical multinomial test has P-value However, this being difficult to calculate, the most popular approach is to use the chi-squared approximation, P(X,2_l 2 S N ) ,where and X k represents a chi-squared random variable with m degrees of freedom.
Approaching the testing problem from the Bayesian viewpoint, assume that .rr is a prior distribution on A which assigns mass 7r0 to {pol and 1 -7ro to {p # pO) and such that the conditional density with respect to Lebesgue measure on {p # pol is g(p). Define g(pO) = 0 and which we assume to be positive for all n. The quantities of interest are then 1, the Bayes factor of Ho relative to HI: 2. the posterior probability of H,:
Bg(n) is also of interest from the likelihood viewpoint, since it is the ratio of the likelihood of H, to the average or weighted likelihood of HI, the averaging being with respect to the "weight function" g.
Of interest is that lower bounds on Bg(n) [and hence PT(Holn)] can be found for important classes of densities g , and that these lower bounds tend to be surprisingly large. If G is a class of densities g under consideration, we will consider the lower bounds BG(n) = inf Bg(n) 
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BG
We will only present results in terms of BG, since this determines & ( H o l d once 7,, the prior probability of H,, has been specified.
Choice of G.
A Bayesian might restrict G to a single distribution, go. A robust Bayesian might restrict g to a small class of densities, say, those in a neighborhood of some go[cf. Berger and Berliner (1986) and Sivaganesan and Berger (198911. But any such restrictions require specific subjective input. Of interest to Bayesians and non-Bayesians alike are choices of G which require only general shape specifications concerning G. Two such possibilities are (4) Gcu = {g which are conjugate to f (nip) and such that Eg[p] = p O ) , (5) Gus = {unimodal g , symmetric about p o l (where "symmetric about p o w will be defined in Section 3).
The appeal of these two classes of densities is that they seem to be somewhat objective classes. They acknowledge the central role of pO, and seek to spread out the prior mass around p 0 in ways that are not biased toward particular alternatives. Many other classes could be considered; a detailed study of a number of such classes in kerger and Delampady (1987) (for the binomial case) indicates that Gcu and GUS are quite representative, and also satisfactory in terms of being neither too big nor too small. (It might appear that Gcu is too small, typically including only a small dimensional class of distributions; that similar results are obtained for GUS should allay such fears.) Further justifications for the use of Gcu may be found in Good and Crook (1974) (and references therein) who cite work by Johnson (1932) in the special case where p: = l/t, 1 5 i I t. Use of Gcu is considered in Section 2, and use of Gus in Section 3.
Additional discussion of the multinomial testing problem with mixtures of conjugate priors can be found in Good (1965 Good ( , 1967 Good ( , 1975 . Edwards, Lindman and Savage (1963) discuss the possibility of finding BCU for the binomial problem. Extensive discussion of the binomial problem can be found in Delampady (1986) and Berger and Delampady (1987) .
Bounds for conjugate priors i n multinomial testing.
2.1. Introduction. For the multinomial distribution, f (nip) in (I), the Dirichlet densities form the usual conjugate family. The density of the Dirichlet distribution with parameters k = (k,, k,, . . . , kt)' is The mean of g , is the vector (C:,, ki)-'k, which equals The minimization in (8) can easily be carried out numerically. This is because, as Good (1965) conjectured and Levin and Reeds (1977) proved, is unimodal, and has its maximum at a finite c if and at c = x otherwise [where S, is as defined in (3)l.
For selected values of t, p 0 and n , Bcu is tabulated in Tables 2 and 3 along with the corresponding P-values. These tables are given in Section 4 to which we defer discussion of the results. BZu is the bound obtained from the following normal problem. Let X = (XI, X,, . .. , Xt-,)' -Nt-,(0, I ) , and suppose that it is desired to test H,: 0 = 0, versus H,: 0 + 8,. Let G be the class of all unimodal densities, spherically symmetric about the vector 0,. Then, the lower bound on the Bayes factor for this problem, over the class G, is precisely B$u(llX112), as is proved in Delampady (1986) . This lower bound, calculated for a number of different dimensions, is displayed in Table 1in Section 3; discussion is deferred to that section. For Table 1we have chosen values of llX112 equal to the 1 -P quantile of a chi-squared random variable with t -1 degrees of freedom, P being certain common P-values; for convenience of comparison, the table is given in terms of these P-values, instead of 11 X112.
3. Bounds f o r symmetric priors': Multinomial testing 3.1. Introduction. When p 0 = (t-l, . . . ,t-I)', it is not difficult to define symmetry for conditional prior densities g. For general pO,a natural way to obtain a notion of symmetry is to consider symmetry in a suitable transformation of the parameter p, such as in u(p) defined as follows.
Let D(pa) be the diagonal matrix with i t h diagonal element equal to pq, i < t, and define +(p) = ( G I , fi,, . . . , fit-,)'. Then the covariance matrix of the first t -1free coordinates of n is 2
where I, is the k x k identity matrix. Define B(p) by
Note that NB(p)B(p)' = g. Finally, denoting the first t -1 coordinates of
The reasons for considering the transformation u(p) are as follows:
2. The likelihood function of u(p) is considerably more symmetric than that of p when C(pB -l/t)' is large. Further, it is approximately normal with covariance matrix I,-, in a neighborhood of 0 (i.e., for p near pO). 3. Since u(p) can be written in closed form, calculations are greatly simplified.
Since u is approximately normal about 0 with range Rt-l, it is natural to define a class of "symmetric, unimodal" priors in u by (letting * denote the transformed problem) Gcs = {unimodal g*(u) which are spherically symmetric about 0 ) .
Transforming back to the original parameter yields the class (" TUS" standing for "transformed unimodal symmetric") g* is unimodal and symmetric about 0 i
The term lau(p)/apl is merely the Jacobian of the transformation. In calculations it is most convenient to work directly with u and GCs, however, so calculation of the Jacobian is not needed.
Note that there were several somewhat arbitrary choices made above, in arriving at GTus. The first was the transformation [to u(p)l. Other transformations to approximate normality could have been chosen, but the above choice was easy to implement and is sensible. Also, the answers are not likely to vary much for alternative transformations, as indicated in Delampady (1986) for the binomial distribution.
In contrast, the second significant choice above, that of spherical symmetry of the prior for the transformed variable, does matter. Since u is approximately Nt-, (O, I,-,) , specification of spherical symmetry in the prior is natu-ral, but very different answers can be obtained if, say, elliptical symmetry is specified instead. Indeed, one could consider choosing g*(u) = h(ulAu), for A other than the identity matrix. It can be shown that the choice of A that minimizes the Bayes factor is the singular choice such that g*(u) is concentrated on the line u( N-In), while the Bayes factor is maximized by any choice such that g*(u) is concentrated in the perpendicular plane to this line (at 0). Achieving the absolute minimum, by allowing g * to concentrate on the "least favorable" (to H,) line, seems unappealing, especially because there is already a substantial bias against H , in the calculation of B (namely, the minimization over all unimodal g*). Utilization of spherical symmetry in u to construct the prior is also reminiscent of the classical use of invariance to perform multivariate testing. [See also Delampady (1989a).] 3.2. Exact results. The following theorem gives the lower bound on the Bayes factor over all conditional densities g in GTus.
where V(r) is the volume of a sphere of radius r, and p(u) is the inverse function of u(p).
PROOF. A change of variable yields
The conclusion follows from the standard result that the class of all unimodal spherically symmetric distributions can be represented as the class of all convex mixtures of uniform distributions over balls B(r) = {u: 11 ull Ir), so that a linear functional of h , such as the integral in (12), will be maximized over the uniform distributions on B(r).
For selected t, n and p: = l/t, BTUsis tabulated in Tables 2 and 3 in Section 4, along with the corresponding P-values. We defer discussion until then, but it is useful, for calculating the integral in ( l l ) , to record that the PROOF. See the Appendix. Note that some care is needed in establishing the result, since BTUsinvolves an infimum over g ; this infimum is inside the limit as N + m, so asymptotics cannot just be applied directly to the individual
Bg. 0
Note that in (13) is the lower bound on B g over the unimodal and spherically symmetric class, Gus, of conditional prior densities for 0 that would be obtained in the multivariate normal problem discussed at the end of Section 2.3. Table 1 presents values of B6, for a range of t and 1~x11~ corresponding to certain common P-values. (For a given P-value, P , the corresponding value of 11x11ĩs the 1 -P quantile of the chi-squared distribution with t -1degrees of freedom.) As could be expected, the B+js are smaller than the Bzu (the Bzs corresponding to a quite large nonparametric class of priors), but they are reassuringly similar. Though the lower bounds decrease with increasing dimension, the decrease is not dramatic. The main observation to make, of course, is that the entries are substantially larger than the corresponding P-values.
4. Comparisons and conclusions. Tables 2 and 3 tabulate the exact bounds, B, , and BTUs, for t = 3 and t = 4, respectively, with ps = l / t and various choices of N , n . Here P denotes the P-value, with "Exact-P" referring to the exact P-value from (2), and "X2 -P" referring to the approximate P-value obtained from the chi-squared approximation. 
Bcu
The first fact to be noted is that Bcu and BTUsdiffer more here than in the asymptotic normal situation of Table 1. (Comparisons between these tables  and Table 1 are best made by comparing entries corresponding to approximately equal P-values.) However, most of the cases in Tables 2 and 3 are extreme, with likelihoods concentrated near the boundary of A, and hence these differences are probably about as large as one would expect to find.
Whether one uses Bcu or BTus is somewhat a matter of taste: Bcu is probably more representative of typical Bayes factors, while BTus is perhaps more convincing to non-Bayesians since it is based on such a large class of priors. Note that the Table 1 asymptotic bounds seem fairly reasonable as approximations to Bcu even for these small N, but can be rather poor as approximations to BTus for small N. 
BTUS
Finally, we come to the major point, reflected here as well as in Table 1 : The "objective" lower bounds on Bg are substantially larger than the P-value. For instance, when t = 4, N = 14 and n = (7,5,1, I), the exact P-value is 0.045 1 at most 3 and 5 times, respectively, as much as it supports H,: p = (a, a, a, a). This would appear to be at most mild evidence against H,, yet standard practice using P-values would consider the data to be significant evidence against H,.
The chi-squared test of fit. Consider a statistical experiment in
which a random sample of size N is observed from a distribution F. The problem is to test the hypothesis H,: F = F , versus HI: F # F , , where F, is a specified distribution. The standard test procedure for this problem is the chi-squared test of fit, which first finds the vector n = (n,, . . . , n,Y of frequencies of the N observations in a partition of the sample space consisting of, say, t cells, and then computes the P-value as where SN is as in (31, with pf being the probability under F, of the i t h cell in the partition. Reducing the observations to the vector n of cell frequencies implicitly implies that one is testing H,: p = p0 versus HI: p # pO, where n has a Multinomial(N, p) distribution. Thus we can apply the results of the previous sections to obtain "objective" lower bounds on the Bayes factors.
EXAMPLE. Thirty observations were made on the arrival times of a certain process. It is desired to test the hypothesis that the distribution of the arrival 
Suppose that it is decided to use a partition with three cells, the cells being chosen so as to have equal probability under H,. The cells, the observed cell counts and the expected cell counts under H, are given in Table 4 . The chi-squared test statistic is S , = 6.20 with two degrees of freedom. The exact P-value [computed by (2) for the multinomial model], the P-value using the chi-squared approximation, the exact lower bounds (Bcu and BTUs) on the Bayes factor from Theorems 1 and 3, and the asymptotic lower bounds (l3& and BGs) from Theorems 2 and 4, are all given in Table 5 .
The chi-squared approximation is quite reasonable here and the lower bounds over GCU and GTUs are quite similar. But the differences between the P-value and the lower bounds on the Bayes factors are substantial. The lower bounds on the Bayes factor indicate that the data support H, by at most a factor of 3 to 1. 6. Comments. General discussion and debate concerning the implications of the discrepancy between Bayes factors and P-values can be found in Berger and Sellke (1987) , Casella and Berger (1987) , Berger and Delampady (1987) and many references therein. We feel obliged to again raise, however, within the context of this paper, the important qualification that, although the lower bounds Bcu and BTusseem much more useful than P-values, they are just lower bounds. If B = 0.5, then we can be quite assured that there is no strong reason to reject H,, but if jj = 0.05 what should be done? After all, this implies only that the Bayes factor is somewhere between 0.05 and m [which Good (1975) shows can be attained if no n i is equal to N ] , depending on the choice of g. Furthermore, it has been observed [cf. Jeffreys (1961) , Lindley (1957) , Good (1967) and Good and Crook (1974) l that actual Bayes factors tend to increase as fi (when the P-value is fixed), while our various B do not so depend on N. (The minimizing g * varies as N varies, in such a way that the dependence on N is removed). To avoid this inappropriate behavior and/or obtain a precise Bayes factor, at least partial specification of a subjective g is required. Reasonable results might often be obtained by fairly crude devices, such as considering only the conjugate g, in Section 2.1, with k = cpO.Then only c needs to be specified to determine the Bayes factor, and this could be done from a subjective estimate of the variability of p conditional on H o being false. Furthermore, one could graph the Bayes factor as a function of c [following the ideas of Dickey (1973) ], allowing a wide range of users (with different c ) to interpret the data. For the multinomial distribution under consideration, we refer to Good (1975) for related graphs.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix the basic steps of the proofs are given. For details see Delampady and Berger (1989) . 1)10g(2) )l,and N 3 ( K ) such' that whenever N 2 N3 and 0 < c, < ATN < AZN Ic < 2AZN, PROOF.Fix0 < a 1 < a 2 andconsider,foreach N, c > a , N a n d c, < a , N . To proceed further, we shall require the following Stirling's approximation:
LEMMA3. There exist A Z ( K ) > A T ( K ) > 0, which satisfy A T ( K ) < 2-[2+(K+2)/((t-
where D(y) is a bounded function as y + a [Feller (1957) , page 521. As N increases, we shall apply this approximation to all the r terms that involve n i , N or c and, also to those terms which involve c, whenever a , log(N) I c,. We shall now establish (18) Now choose I\I,( K ) such that for all N 2 N4, i ( K + (t -l)log(3) + 2) < (t -l)log(N)/8. Then LOG(c, c,, n, N ) > 0, whenever N 2 N, and 0 < c, < a , log(N ) < a , N < a , N I c < 2a, N. The result follows by choosing A; = 1 and AT to be the minimum of the a, chosen in Cases 1and 2. Now we shall prove the following key lemma (this version of which was suggested by the editor and a referee) which proves that only contiguous alternatives need be considered. 
PROOF OF PART (I).
We want to maximize / exp(h(p))g(p)dp over g E G,,,. From (15) where, D*(a, N, n),from (19) , is a bounded function as N increases. 
where both C and D* are bounded, C by C(K)*NP1/', from
Step 2, and D* by, say, D1(K). Let
Then since, for large N,
STEP4. We show here that
where 0 < GJK) < rn is a constant. REMARK.Note that when the sequence (N, n) satisfies S, < t -1, for each N, Theorem 2 is very easy to obtain and does not require the above proof. This is simply due to the fact that in that case I&(SN) = 1 and since, for large N, ICE=,(n,/N -p:)/p,"l = O(N+1/2),condition (9)of Levin and Reeds (1977) implies that BGcU(n) = 1. where Y is a noncentral chi-squared random variable with t -1 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter S , .
